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 hello guys, I have a strange problem with my sound.. I have just upgraded to a new ubuntu 10.10, with the same speakers, and soundcard, and before the upgrade, I was listening to music, and suddenly it just stopped.. I tried the same file, same machine, same speakers, and it just keeps mute. any ideas? if I can't get a broadcom 4312 working then I'll probably just go with atheros just have to get a
cheap wifi laptop gtk-window-decorator segfaults any hints? ronny: hmm let me look at it ronny: out of curiosity do you have the stack traces with gdb? urthmover: im fine with gdb but i dont know how to get the stack trace i have a strange problem with my usb modem: it doesn't work anymore since i upgraded to ubuntu 10.10. Does anyone have the same problem? ronny: let me know if you're still
looking when I'm on in a few hours anyone have ubuntu with nvidia fx5200 experience getting 180 to work? stefan__: yes stefan__: I've had that same problem...the modem isn't showing up i tried to change the usb port but it still doesn't work stefan__: I had that with a different modem i'm trying to connect my usb broadband modem, which is working on other machines strange behaviour with lucid

lynx: when connecting a printer via USB with ubuntu 8.04 it all works fine but with the usb-over-network version the connection fails how to make aticonfig forget to add and enable the screens? i'm using the fonsmart usb-2.0 broadband modem, it used to work 82157476af
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